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Abstract—Most cooperative businesses rely on some form of social networking system to facilitate user profiling and networking
of their employees. To facilitate the discovery, matchmaking and
networking among the co-workers across the enterprises social
recommendation systems are often used. Off-the-shelf nature of
these components often makes it hard for individuals to control
their exposure as well as their preferences of whom to connect
to. To this end, trust based recommenders have been amongst the
most popular and demanding solutions due to their advantage
of using social trust to generate more accurate suggestions for
peers to connect to. They also allow individuals to control their
exposure based on explicit trust levels. In this work we have
proposed for an enterprise trust-based recommendation system
with privacy controls. To generate accurate predictions, a local
trust metric is defined between users based on correlations of
user’s profiled content such as blogging, articles wrote, comments,
and likes along with profile information such as organization,
region, interests or skills. Privacy metric is defined in such a
way that users have full freedom either to hide their data from
the recommender or customize their profiles to make them visible
only to users with defined level of trustworthy.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Social recommendations [1], have become very effective
tools for friends and peers to discover each other and maintain
relationship on the networks. Recent studies have shown that
”People you may know” feature on LinkedIn is used by more
than 65 percent of the site users 1 . Humans tend to have
different preferences and within social networking context
such differences can be captured and interpreted correctly.
In order to achieve this recommendation systems must be
equipped with personalization heuristics that are used to process, filter, and display available information in such a manner
that adheres to each individuals interaction behavior. Often
recommendation components used for creating such models
of users are off-the-shelf components and do not have enough
flexibility for proper adaptation to users behaviors. Such adaptation is especially important when context of recommender
system varies [2]. Moreover, additional behavioral features
are needed both on functional [3] and on interface levels
to allow users properly know the matches being suggested
to them both through interactive interfaces [4] and through
preference controls. Within this work, we have proposed for a
1 http://www.forbes.com/sites/cherylsnappconner/2013/10/27/
five-linkedin-strategies-you-havent-thought-of-before/

recommendation system that is capable of suggesting similar
users based on several behavioral and profile content factors.
The engine estimates trust between two people based on
implicit and explicit relations between users and recommends
a set of users that system believes share similar tastes. In order
to alleviate the privacy concern, system uses privacy controls.
It provides individual with possibility to decide whether their
profiles are going to be used in recommendation generation
process or not. Also privacy controls allow the users restrict
access to their profiles by different levels of users. In addition
the engine also tries to explain the reason for recommendation.
Our engine is capable of fine-tuning suggestions based on
various constraints (correlations). This allows us to infer
implicit trust values depending on different criteria such as
shared regions, belonging to the same organization, having
similar interest, skills, comments on blog posts etc. We have
built the recommendation system on the top of a dataset
extracted from a Swedish networking platform that is used for
matchmaking and introducing professional innovators of the
Nordic region. Within the experimental part we present results
of our experiments with generating user-specific recommendations considering variations of trust and privacy factors. The
rest of this paper is divided into the following sections: First a
comprehensive background is presented. This is followed by
the framework description. Then experimental part is outlined,
followed by conclusion remarks and future works.
II. R ELATED W ORK
A. Social Recommendation Systems within Enterprise
As employees of organizations join on-line communities
and contribute to content, new opportunities for analysis are
introduced while the growing volume of data introduces new
challenges. In order to stay in touch with colleagues, employees use social networking systems. They are motivated by
possibilities of getting connections with more co-workers on a
personal level, advancing their career within the company, and
recruiting colleagues for their ideas [5]. Social Recommender
Systems (SRSs) aim to address this information overload by
presenting the most attractive and relevant content to users [6],
[7]. SRS is an umbrella term for personalized recommendation
techniques which can recommend various types of social
data including content (blogs, wikis, etc.), tags, people, and

communities. Widely utilized examples of SRS include the
recommendation systems implemented at LinkedIn [8], [9].
Guy et al. [6] propose for a social recommendation system
that identifies strangers who share similar interests. The aim is
introducing new people to the user, in contrast to exploring and
searching among the neighbors. Authors focus on connecting
strangers (unfamiliar co-workers) within the organization. Our
approach also helps end-users to get recommendations from
strangers based on similar attributes and tastes. However,
people often are not interested to get a friend request from
the people whom they do not know at all. They often like
to connect with friends of friends to whom they share the
same interest. Moreover, our approach also finds out similarity
when people did some action on common content such as
commenting or liking the same blog post.
In another related work Guy et al. [7] build social recommendations based on people and tags. Relationship information among people, tags, and items, is aggregated across
different sources within the enterprise and based on the
collected content, system recommends items from people and
tags, related to the user. The work highlights the value of
tags as accurate content descriptors that take into account
human perceptions of the content. However, they did not use
any explicit input to the system such as rating, likes etc.
Our system highly depends on explicit trust value among the
neighbors and this makes it more reliable to the enterprise
users. Tagging is normally used as a free text in most of the
systems and it does not always reflect what users want. Within
our system we also use user-tag relationship, but with lower
priority than other constraints. We also deal with cold start
problem when having new users.
B. Exploiting Behavior in Enterprise Recommendation
While modeling behavioral traits has been a research agenda
for recommendation research [10] business examples of certain
traits such as privacy and trust are limited. It has been shown
that people primarily connect to individuals they already know,
and less likely approach strangers to initiate and maintain
a connection [11]. This motivates us to use a notion of
social trust which should help users find their trustworthy
friends and share their preferences with each other. While trust
plays crucial role in many research areas such as psychology,
philosophy, sociology and computer science it is still difficult
formally define this notion. We use the following simple
explanation: humans believe in something or someone based
on their knowledge and experience and when their belief
reaches a certain level of confidence it becomes a trust [12],
[13]. Collaborative filtering (CF) [14], [15] generates the
recommendations based on similarity between users. However,
similarity measurement may be not sufficient enough when
user profiles are sparse. Research has shown that there is a
correlation between similarity and trust [14]. The more users
are similar the more they can trust each other. Hence, trust
can be considered as a measure for establishing a relationship
between two users in recommendation systems. In our system, we have defined trust between two users as a measure

computed using different constraints (as explained later) based
on either user activities (blog writing, liking or commenting)
or user profiles (organization, region, interests or skills). The
more information about user profiles and activities the system
knows the more precise is the trust measure. However due
to the huge exposure of personal information, nowadays the
challenge is to design effective privacy mechanisms that protect user’s information against unwanted usage. The objective
of designing privacy scheme is ensuring that a user’s on-line
information is disclosed only to sufficiently trustworthy parties
[15]. Different social networks use different trust models that
exploit the underlying inter-entity trust information [16].
In our work, we have defined the privacy controls in such
a way that users have full freedom to hide their data from the
recommendation process [17]. It enables them to keep privacy
during their presence in the network. Along with that, they
also have the option to customize their profiles to be visible
according to different levels of trust they define in their profile
settings.
III. R ECOMMENDATION F RAMEWORK : C OMPUTATIONAL
F LOW AND C OMPONENT D ETAILS
A. Execution Flow
Our system recommends users based on different correlation functions used for computing trust as a weighted average
of these correlation functions. Figure 1 shows the control and
data flow for user log in scenario. Recommendation engine
executes this flow when a user visits the site and logs in with
its account.
B. Trust: Measuring the Strength of Relationships
Within the framework Implicit Trust is a computed measure
of trust between users, obtained by measuring the correlation
between users. The value of implicit trust is generated by
the system. We have also defined Explicit Trust as a measure
by which a user can explicitly define the acceptable level of
trustworthiness towards other users. Figure 2 depicts the user
interface for specifying explicit trust levels. The idea is that
by choosing a level of trust a user can specify to whom it
allowed be recommended. The table below shows the defined
explicit trust levels. Explicit Trust is used by the system when
recommending a source user (truster) to current user (trustee)
if the defined explicit trust of truster is equal or greater than
the implicit trust value computed by the system.
Trust Level
Level 4
Level 3
Level 2
Level 1

Explanation
Be recommended
Be recommended
Be recommended
Be recommended

to
to
to
to

everyone
majority of users
limited users
a few users

C. Privacy: Hiding Profiles During Calculations
We have defined a privacy mechanism in such a way
that users have full freedom to exclude themselves from the
recommendation process. Such privacy protection technique
has become popular recently following the revelations of third

Fig. 2. Behavioral customizations: specifying explicit trust levels while receiving recommendations (left), and customizing privacy controls in profile (right).

section brief details of each information source are presented.
A. Organization and Regional Data Sources
During the cold start (when user does not have any friends
or content), the system uses organization source. It finds out
neighborhood cluster (a cluster of users who the system finds
closer to the current user) based on workplace (company or
employer) of the current user. System also will use regional
source to find another neighborhood cluster based on region
(address, area or country) of the current user.
B. Affiliation Network Data Sources
This source is used when current user has friends. System
will start from the friends having high trust value for the
current user and retrieves a user social graph. The system will
continue building a list of users until one of the following
conditions are satisfied: 1) Threshold (k users in our settings)
has reached, 2) System has traversed the social graph of the
current user.
V. C ORRELATION FUNCTIONS

Fig. 1.

Data and control flow for user log in scenario.

party tracking of users on the Web [17]. We state that any
individual should have freedom to hide or block completely
or partially itself from any data mining process. Such feature
enables the users to blur their presence in the network. Users
should also have the option to customize their profiles to be
visible according to the different levels of trust, as seen in
Figure 2.
IV. E NTERPRISE I NFORMATION S OURCES F OR
R ECOMMENDATIONS
As it was mentioned earlier several information sources are
mined in application to find similarity and trust. Within this

We define correlation functions as heuristics that compute
similarity between two users. All the correlation functions are
used when we have a neighborhood cluster either after a cold
start, or during the normal execution when the current user
already has friends.
A. Interest Correlation Function (Interest Similarity)
This correlation function computes correlation between two
users based on the interests they have mentioned in their
profiles. Interest is a pre-defined field in the user profile. We
use the similarity matching algorithm below for computing the
interest function. In this algorithm CorI (u, v) is correlation
between users u and v, N orm(M atchedInterestCount) is
the function that normalizes the integer into the range[1, 4] and
I(u) and I(v) are interests of the users u and v.

Algorithm 1 Interest Correlation
M atchedInterestCount = 0
for all interest in I(u) do
if I(v).Contains(interest) then
M atchedInterestCount + +
end if
end for
CorI (u, v) = N orm(M atchedInterestCount)

E. Blog Correlation Functions
This function computes blog correlation between two users
by applying different filter functions. The idea is to find taste of
two users based on their blog activities (liking, commenting,
categorizing and tagging). This shows how likely two users
will add each other to their social networks. The following
model is used to compute the blog correlation between two
users using different filters:

B. Skills Correlation Function (Tag Distance)
Skills Correlation function computes similarity between
two users based on skills they have mentioned in their
profiles. In our system the skills are declared tags and we
chose Damerau-Levenshtein distance [18] for tag matching.
Originally the algorithm computes the distance between two
tags by adding/replacing/removing characters to match them.
However in our settings we have used the algorithm in a
slightly different way and compute distance of each tag of the
current user to all tags of the user being compared. This allows
finding the minimum distance per each tag. In the Algorithm
2 distanceDM represents the Damerau-Levenshtein distance
function, U iT ag represents a single tag of user i and U iT ags
refers to all tags of that user.
Algorithm 2 Skills Correlation
tagM atchedCount = 0
for U 1T ag In U 1T ags do
d = M in(distanceDM (U 1T ag , U 2T ags ))
U 1T ag .distance = d
if (U 1T ag .distance) ≤ n then
tagM atchedCount + +
end if
end for

C. Community Memberships Correlation
Community Memberships correlation function computes the
similarity between two users based on their memberships in
different groups. In our system the groups have parent child
relationship. The correlation function does direct matching
where it tries to find if two users are members of a similar
group. It also does indirect matching where the function tries
to find relationship between the groups and then computes
similarity between the members. The relationship between the
groups is maintained in a separate table that helps in finding
the parent-child relationship between the groups.
D. Friends Correlation Function
This is a simple correlation based on shared friends between
two users. The function computes the correlation by comparing
friends of two users, and returns the normalized value. It is a
matching measure of each pair of users in the friend lists.

BlogCor(u, v) =

n
X
(Blog(u, v)shared +
i=1

Blog(u) + Blog(uneighbour )+
Sim(u, v)blogs + Sim(u, v)tags )/n

where Blog(u, v)shared is the blogs shared between users
being compared, Blog(u) is the interested blogs of current
user, Blog(uneighbour ) is the blogs of interest of current users’
neighbor, Sim(u, v)blogs is the similar blogs that both users
have in common and Sim(u, v)tags is the similar tags that
both users have in common. In more details it can be explained
as follows:
1) Shared Blogs: This function calculates the number of
blogs that are shared between users u and v. The idea is to
find the similar taste between the users by looking onto their
trends of Liking or Commenting blogs in social networks.
2) Neighbor Interested Blogs: This is a special function
from the perspective of recommending someone to current
user based on current user’s explicit interest towards the recommended user blogs. The overall idea of the recommendation
system is to figure out how likely a user will be interested in
another user. The result will be highly affected if the user has
explicitly shown interest in other users.
3) Similar Tags and Blogs: Tags are extensively used in
social systems for tagging object (documents, profiles etc.)
and are normally reused by the users. In our system users
tag their blogs or other blogs with appropriate keywords. We
used the same Damerau-Levenshtein distance for comparing
the skills.
Similar blogs function computes the overall similarity between the blogs of two users and it mainly looks for the metadata of the blog. In our system blogs have such categories as a
meta-data field for identifying the field of interest for the blog.
The category is a choice field with parent-child relationship to
other categories.
4) Overall (Weighted) Blog Correlation: Having each subfunction in Blog correlation we compute the overall blog
correlation as a weighted average of individual correlation
functions as discussed above. The following formula is used
for finding weighted Blog correlation between each pair of

users:
BlogCor(u, v)W eighted =

n
X

(αBlog(u, v)shared +

i=1

βBlog(u) + µBlog(uneighbor )+
Sim(u, v)Blogs + Sim(u, v)T ags )/n
where µ, β, and α are weights for the associated correlations.
Rests of the parameters are the same as for the blog correlation
formula. Because of the interested blogs by neighbors indicate
the explicit interest of current user in the recommended user
we keep the weights of this blogs higher than weights of other
blogs in the system.
VI. E XPERIMENTS
A. Dataset Description and Evaluation Methodology
Evaluation of recommendation systems has been subject to
extensive research. A large number of real-world recommendation systems are often developed by experimenting with offline
data. If necessary, randomly sampling users and items are
considered as a preferable method for reducing data, although
this can introduce other biases into the experiment (e.g. this
might favor approaches that work better with more sparse
data) [19]. To create a user-centric evaluation scheme, we
have created a set of test user profiles for our experiments.
These profiles are represented with the following identifiers:
U ID = {1, 506, 508, 509, 510}. The user selection has been
completely randomly sampled. The data we have used for our
system represents a social network of highly skilled business
related professionals 2 , who work together to bring innovative
ideas. The system contains profiles of professionals from
different departments and companies and they are very much
interested in knowing about other professionals across the
enterprise landscape. The users mainly have sales background,
they belong to management departments or they even are the
executives of the companies. The dataset contains about 550
user profiles along with more than 3000 blog posts, articles,
tags, categories, groups, etc. The profiles in the system contain
information about region, organization, education, interests,
skills, social activity feeds (blogs, comments, linking, and
articles) and friends of a user.
B. Influence of Privacy Metric on Recommendations
In this part of experiment we aimed to observe how privacy controls affects recommendation quantity, as well as the
average trust value. We have used the same data as above
and perform tests both during cold-start and normal flow of
execution. As we already mentioned, we have two kinds of
privacy controls. We have performed experiments to evaluate
the case where users may hide themselves in order not being
considered during the recommendation process.
The results in Figure 3 visualize the trend while varying
the number of hidden users. The results show the number
of recommendations in both cold-start and normal flow for
2 Innovation

Pioneers. http://www.innovationpioneers.se

Fig. 3.

Influence of privacy on the recommendation quantity.

a particular setting of hidden users. These results show recommendations size for different users while increasing the
number of users who hide themselves from recommendation
process. It is observed that as we keep increasing the number
of hidden users our recommendations size become affected.
For instance, the number of recommendations generated for
user (UID-509) is 55 when 50 users have hidden themselves
from the recommendations process. This number goes down
to 25 when 250 users were hidden. The results indicate that
the reliability of our recommendation system is immensely
dependent on the involvement of the users in the system.
C. Influence of Implicit Trust on Recommendations Quality
In this experiment we evaluated the dependencies and
influence of different correlation functions to the generated
recommendations. As shown previously, we have used different correlation functions to compute trust between two users.
In the results visualized in Figure 5, average trust values of
recommendations per a single user with individual correlation
functions is shown at the top. It is noted that individual
correlations functions produce high trust values when used
alone. While observed values are derived for each activity, we
believe the accuracy of combined values gives a better understanding of implicit relations among users. We would also like
to notice that the recommendations are more accurate when
different correlations are combined together. In the second plot
we have shown the results of average trust values produced
when different correlation functions were used in a combined
manner. We can see that average trust values have decreased
compared to the top figure but these recommendations are
most likely be interesting for the current user, as they reflect
combination of activities. The green line (where all correlation
functions are used) shows that the average trust value remains
almost the same independently on increase the number of users
while the others lines tend to decrease when increasing number
of recommended users. This also indicates that a mix of several
factors as an implicit trust enabler is a more stable measure, as
of compared to isolated factors. Figure 4 depicts the variations
of implicit trust in different flows of recommendation process.
C ONCLUSIONS AND F UTURE D IRECTIONS
In this work, we have implemented an enterprise social
recommendation system that takes into account behavioral

Fig. 4.

Influence of explicit trust on recommendations size. left to right: variations of recommendations ratio with low, mid and high trust levels.

Fig. 5. Impact of Trust on Correlation functions: recommendations received
with respect each correlation model (top) and correlation models combined
(bottom).

traits such as trust based on profiles, network and various
contents shared. We also include privacy metrics to control
the level of exposure of user information towards other users
depending on their profiles settings. We examined our system
based on a snapshot of the system at the time of study. In our
evaluation part, using a user-specific evaluation technique, we
presented results of recommendation with respect to various
trust and privacy settings using different measures. We plan
to further analyze the recommendation system with new sets
of users as well as study the performance from system-centric
point of views.
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